HEINZEN™ SANITARY WIRE LOOMS

Heinzen’s take on sanitary wire routing provides accessibility to all surfaces of electrical while keeping wiring adequately routed.

FEATURES

- Rooted in the 10 Principles of Sanitary Design
- 304 Stainless Steel, Solid and Non-Threaded
- Available in 6 different sizes depending on electrical requirements
- Ease of replacement

AVAILABLE SIZES & PART NUMBERS

- 3/4” PN-238229C05
- 1” PN-238229C01
- 1-1/4” PN-238229C06
- 1-1/2” PN-238229C02
- 1-3/4” PN-238229C03
- 2” PN-238229C04

PRODUCT APPLICATIONS

- Produce Plants
- Breweries
- Dairies
- Wineries
- Beverage Plants
- Pharmaceutical Plants
- Industrial Plants